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Fin7 APT: how billion dollar crime ring remains active
after leaders’ arrest
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About this talk

When Europol and the DoJ announced the arrest of the leaders of the Fin7 and Carbanak
cybercriminal group in 2018, it was believed the group would cease its activity. However,
data found in 2019 indicated that the attacks have not only continued but have evolved. Fin7
has extended the number of groups operating under its umbrella, sophisticated its methods
and even went on the legitimate job market to hire employees who apparently did not
suspect they were working for hackers. The main aim behind Fin7’s malicious activities
remained the same though – the stealing of financial assets. Сybersecurity experts from
Kaspersky Lab’s GReAT team – Yury Namestnikov and Felix Aime – will explain how the
new Fin7 activity was detected, which groups are now under its umbrella and how to protect
yourself from it.
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On this channel, Kaspersky experts share their knowledge and key insights into high-fidelity
threat hunting and intelligence, incident management, malware analysis, reverse
engineering, security solutions, and several other vital aspects of the cyberworld. To keep
you up to date, the experts also provide detailed webinars and workshops on how Kaspersky
security solutions and services can halt and prevent a vast range of malicious attacks
conducted by cybercriminals. Kaspersky is a global cybersecurity and digital privacy
company that has been providing protection for 25 years, with over 400 million users from
more than 200 countries. Kaspersky experts' mission is to help you find the perfect weapon
to protect against any cyberthreat, carried out by even the most sophisticated cybercriminals.
Kaspersky researchers are top-notch cybersecurity and protection technology experts, who
regularly take part in leading information security events worldwide as best-in-class
speakers. Kaspersky’s deep threat intelligence and security expertise is constantly being
transformed into innovative security solutions and services that protect businesses, critical
infrastructure, governments and consumers around the globe. Subscribe and learn more
about the latest cybersecurity discoveries on the threat landscape and how to defend against
them. Contact us at https://www.kaspersky.com/about/contact
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